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1896 Reprints — Two Repeats on Different Colored Paper 
 
 The only time that Cuban cards were reprinted on different card stock in a different year was in 
1996.  It may have been for convenience or expense, but the 2 centavos card of 1892 and the 4 centavos 
card of 1894 were reprinted in the same color ink, but on different (yellow) cardstock. 

 
UPSS No. 

 
Pos. 

Variety Descriptions 
UPSS 24A is an 1896 reprint on yellow of  2 centavos 1892 UPSS 24 
UPSS 27A is an 1896 reprint on yellow of 4 centavos 1894 UPSS 27 

24Aa / 27Aa 1 Missing top serif of “P” and broken bottom of “S”  
of POSTAL; second and third address lines are 2  
mm short and fourth ends with periods run together 

24Ab / 27Ab 2 “e” of este is elevated over rest of word 

24Ac / 27Ac 3 “t” of este broken in half;  
“e” of debe and “se” of  
escribirse are slightly below the elevation of the rest of those words. 

24Ad / 27Ad 4 Shattered left arm of second T of TARJETA; 
broken third address line 25 mm from left  

24Ae / 27Ae 5 “te” of solamente is elevated over rest of word 

24Af / 27Af 6 Dented bottom of “S” in POSTAL; 
left half of “d” of debe missing 

24Ag / 27Ag 7 “P” fails to close and “S” has a shaved part 
in the bottom right loop in POSTAL  

24Ah / 27Ah 8 Broken first address line after D;   
right half of “ó” of dirección is thin 

24Ai / 27Ai 9 Broken bottom of “O” of  
POSTAL; D broken; “o” of  
solamente in larger font 

 
24Aj / 27Aj 

 
10 

Broken “S” of Sr.; break at beginning of second address line and  
breaks 3 mm and 40 mm from start of third address line 

Typography by the Fábrica Nacional del Sello; Size: 145 x 98 mm; Circulation: July, 1896 - 1897 

Note:  Beginning with UPSS 24A and continuing through the 1898 series, a capital letter “A” has been 
added to the UPSS number to denote a change in the card stock color.  

 In 1892 they set up a new type of card to be printed in sheets of ten.  They stripped the design of 
frames and changed the note (nota).  They then continued to use this plate setup for both Puerto Rico 
and Cuba for 1894, 1896 and 1898.  Over the years there was progressive deterioration of the lines and 
letters and a few defects migrated.  For instance, in 1896 the “PSTL” defects in POSTAL were combined 
with the short second and third address lines in Position 1, yet in 1898 those address line defects 
migrated to Position 2.   The dent in the base of the “S” of POSTAL in Position 6 of 1896 migrated to 
Position 4 of 1898.  Some of the only defects that ever got corrected in all of this process was the 
inverted “s” in solamente of Position 1 of 1894 got turned back around in 1896 and the broken D of 
1896 Position 9 that was fixed in 1898.   
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